If you ever find
yourself, some where
lost and surrounded
by enemies
who wont let you
speak in your own language
who destroy your statues
& instruments, who ban
your omm bomm ba boom
then you are in trouble
depth trouble (Amiri Baraka 481)

The 2012 killing of Trayvon Martin and the subsequent murder trial of George
Zimmerman continued intense debates over race and weapons in US culture.
Those controversies were amplified by representations of African American bod-
ies, and by the near-instantaneous reactions through social media by many who
forcibly re-inscribed forms of racial legibility for public consumption. The testi-
mony of Rachel Jeantel particularly invited a range of public responses, from
scrutiny of her personal appearance, to criticisms of her difficulty with public
speaking and literacy. Jelani Cobb, writing for The New Yorker, said, “Crass as-
sessments of her weight, looks, and intelligence from some white observers com-
peted with a cocktail of vicarious shame, embarrassment, and disdain from some
black ones.” Despite fluency in three languages (English, Spanish, and Haitian
Creole) and a 3.0 high school GPA, Jeantel’s speech impediments provoked
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heated and unwarranted criticism of her courtroom appearance and elocutionary performance. Black conservative Larry Elder told Piers Morgan that Jeantel “needs to get her act together.” Rush Limbaugh unsurprisingly claimed that whites could now freely exploit the “N word” because of Jeantel’s description of Trayvon Martin’s use of “nigga” and “cracker” during his final phone call to her moments before Zimmerman killed him. Comedian Steven Crowder mocked Jeantel for seeming “retarded” in her courtroom testimony. While these are extreme reactions, Limbaugh, Crowder and others publicly broadcast attitudes that similarly circulated in the more fragmented communication networks of social media. Comparisons to “Precious,” the plus-size female movie protagonist played by Oscar-nominee Gabourey Sidibe, and other pejorative physical descriptions were blogged and tweeted across the Internet, revealing, not unexpectedly, a social imaginary haunted by race and the legacies of slavery and civil rights. Writing for Salon, Brittney Cooper called the reactions to Jeantel a “cultural trauma.”

One of the many things the Zimmerman trial underscored was the extent to which these disturbing responses to race are organized in part by a theater of appearance. The images of black bodies distributed throughout the Zimmerman trial reinforced public divisions over the imposed and constructed history of race in America. Such a production of meanings, Jared Sexton argues, “operates as communication, an element of exchange” (29). In such a communicative context of elocutionary scrutiny, Jeantel’s testimony exposed racism as a cultural discourse, where antiblackness often is reinforced by white claims to black bodies and institutions of representation. Importantly for Sexton, too, “the etymological roots of race link it to writing—to the scratch, the mark, the line.” To be
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1 Genius, a web site devoted to literature, popular culture, and pedagogy, provides a list of conservative responses to the Trayvon Martin trial, including statements by David Horowitz, Sean Hannity, and others.

2 Fred Moten looks at the writing of Franz Fanon and others in “The Case of Blackness.” In this critical context, the “cultural trauma” of the George Zimmerman trial can be seen as an exemplary instance of a much larger process of racial normalization: “The cultural and political discourse on black pathology,” Moten argues, “has been so pervasive that it could be said to constitute the background against which all representations of blacks, blackness, or (the color) black take place. Its manifestations have changed over the years, though it has always been poised between the realms of the pseudo-social scientific, the birth of new sciences, and the normative impulse that is at the heart of—but that strains against—the black radicalism that strains against it” (177).

3 Sexton quotes from Albert Memmi, who argues, “Racism is a cultural discourse that surrounds each person from childhood on, in the air one breathes, in parental advice and thinking, in one’s streets and newspapers, even in the writings of people one is supposed to admire and who might be otherwise admirable…. Racism is a collective language at the service of each person’s emotions…. It is a discourse formulated by a group that addresses itself to a group” (29).
marked is to be brought into a politics of visibility whereby bodies are framed, staged, and oriented by complex procedures of racialinscription. “What the general economy of race endlessly produces,” argues Sexton, “is bodies as images—not images of bodies, but rather living images of race” (29).

With the recent and highly publicized murders of Michael Brown, Walter L. Scott, Freddie Gray, and other African Americans by white police officers, and the more recent murders of nine black members of the Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, South Carolina, on June 17, 2015, it’s crucial to understand how mediatized modes of representation feed what Peggy Phelan calls “the binary between the power of visibility and the impotency of invisibility…” (6). For Phelan, as for Sexton, racial visibility works as a tool of political repression. “Visibility is a trap,” she argues. “[I]t summons surveillance and the law; it provokes voyeurism and fetishism, the colonialist/imperial appetite for possession” (6). When Phelan wrote Unmarked (1993) more than twenty years ago, liberal arguments for multicultural diversity required “a deeply ethical appeal in the desire for a more inclusive representational landscape…. Phelan argued, however, that representation depends on “[a] much more nuanced relationship to the power of visibility” (7). So in the context of multiracialism, for instance, civil rights-era photographic representations often reveal a polarity of images visibly rendering African Americans as beleaguered activists engaged in non-violent protest on one hand, and dangerous, militant reactionaries on the other. While images of civil rights activists and black leaders like Martin Luther King, Jr., proliferate in the national social imaginaries of sixties-era anti-segregationist visual rhetoric, the liberationist challenge of Black Nationalism expressed in the documentary portraiture of Huey Newton and the Black Panther Party, to take one example, remains safely removed from wider national circulation. The “power of visibility” Phelan described is therefore enacted through photographic archives that contribute to a limitation of political possibilities in a post-civil rights era, where multiracial state agendas turn back the most promising possibilities of black radicalism.\footnote{See Charles Moore’s 1963 Birmingham, Alabama, photographs of African-American protestors sprayed by water hoses for one example of iconic images from the civil rights era; see also Life magazine photographer John Dominis’ “Black Power” image of Tommie Smith and John Carlos at the 1968 Mexico City Olympics for an alternative image of race produced during a volatile era of racial conflict. Both medal-winning Olympians, heads bowed, raised their fists as a gesture of solidarity with black protesters who were identified most notably with the militant Black Panthers. A 2008 Guardian article by Geoff Small provides important social and political context for the image. My own work on Charles Moore’s volatile photograph examines the influence of that image on the poetry and visual art of the 1960s and 70s.}

\footnote{For Jared Sexton, American multiracialism “both emulate[s] and undermine[s]—that is, [it] caricature[s]—the cultural politics of Black Power… (5).}
Phelan challenged iconographic racial representations by calling attention to “the limit of the physical body, at the limit of the blind eye, at the limit of the signifier” (33). By taking seriously what she described as “the knowledge of failure and the performance of belief,” we can look beyond the mediatizations and aestheticizations that enact transcendent visual representations of race in contemporary culture; doing so allows us to search out the theaters of appearance existing between categories of consumption and appreciation. At stake are real lives, cultural consequences, and verbal and corporeal ramifications in the violent structural realities that enforce white claims over black bodies like Rachel Jeantel and others who, too frequently, are exposed to the brutality of image captivation (see figure 1).

fig.1: Rachel Jeantel and racial interpolation

In order to better understand the conversion of bodies as images, and to demonstrate how a situated approach to the binary of visibility and invisibility complicates the reception of cultural and racial imagery, this essay examines a selection of the documentary photography of Linh Dinh. A Vietnamese-born activist, writer, artist, and photographer currently living in Philadelphia, Dinh, depicts race, homelessness, and economically depressed urban environments in the contemporary US on his photo-documentary blog, Postcards from the End of America (formerly State of the Union), and in articles with the political newsletters Common Dreams and Counterpunch. Dinh’s images play against a background of racial pathologies that are in part bestowed by a “power of visibility” prominently displayed in the civil discourse of contemporary culture. Focusing
on the lived experience of urban space and the disturbance of experience through visualizing media, Dinh’s ethnographic encounter with his subjects renders what Fred Moten calls “strife between normativity and the deconstruction of norms” (178) in the field of visual discourse. The images show perspectives often antithetical to dominant political and capitalist ideologies, and they explore attitudes and beliefs frequently advanced in discursive tropes of US economic recovery since the 2008 financial meltdown.

Dinh’s photographic essays also contribute representations that can shape receptions of race in civil contexts; they compose at once a critical gesture of documentation regarding the vivid racial facts of public culture, and they reconstitute formal features of urban environments. By examining the dialectical tensions between visible constructions of race and the often invisible sites of racial performance and action Dinh’s art situates, I argue that photographic images can unsettle conservative “color blind” racial prescriptions while disturbing the celebratory liberal dogmas of multicultural “unity-in-diversity” (Sexton 32). The polemical position in this essay argues for non-iconographic images as representations that complicate dominant visual modes in the construction of attitudes about race. Through critical analysis of Dinh’s images, and an ethnographic reflection on my participation with him during one documentary outing in Philadelphia in 2012, I argue for an activist aesthetics that acknowledges tensions in the visible constructions of race, and that invites understanding for the suppressed sites of urban reality informing practices of everyday life.

Non-Iconographic Imagery

Iconic photographs such as “Migrant Mother,” Dorothea Lange’s 1936 photograph of a woman and her children in Depression-era California, and “Raising the Flag on Mount Suribachi” (1945) reveal the means by which images reinforce public beliefs and attitudes by “provid[ing] crucial social, emotional, and mnemonic materials for political identity and action” (Hariman and Lucaites 14). In their book No Caption Needed: Iconic Photographs, Public Culture, and Liberal Democracy (2007), Robert Hariman and John Louis Lucaites persuasively show how photojournalism “provid[es] resources for thought and feeling that are not registered in the norms of literate rationality that constitute the discourse of political legitimacy in Western societies” (14). They give a crucial description of the ways that photographs become social objects, capable of influencing public

Michel de Certeau’s commitment to the everyday shares traits in common with Wittgenstein’s notion of a “form of life” (Lebensform). A “form of life” in ordinary language philosophy is concerned with the everyday, including social, public, biological, political, and other modes or disciplines of daily existence. I use both terms to show how Dinh’s representations of race are located in the practical experiences of urban reality, and are not only social or cultural events, but also personal, regional, national, and more.
feeling and national identifications. While only certain images gain iconographic status through a process that involves the confirmation of belief in specific media settings wherein photographs are circulated, all photos are prone or liable to become iconographic. Before iconographic status is bestowed, however, images occupy a territory of possibility insofar as they remain open to multiple readings and invite a range of emotional and critical responses to the forms of life they mediate.

From this territory of possibility, non-iconographic photographs contribute to how we understand experiences of social interaction in public contexts: they can shape rhetorical perspectives in resistance to dominant modes of visibility; and they can show viewers what is more typically unnoticed, unseen, and unevenly distributed within the larger public sphere. Everything from personal photos and family images (increasingly made available digitally on Facebook or Flickr), to work that typically circulates in museum or gallery spaces, can inform perspectives of civil society in ways not easily available through the iconographic images of photojournalism, or the widely distributed images generated by social media. Since the contexts provided by large dailies, or glossy popular magazines and their online equivalents, in large part legitimize and ensure widespread circulations of certain images, it is not uncommon to become desensitized to iconographic photographs whose widespread representations of national and global events in many ways are associated with large corporate media, and the capitalization of information such images can be seen to participate in. While a broad circulation of material is crucial for reinforcing forms of public feeling around iconographic photographs, less well-known photos are capable of showing public spaces that are not always so readily apprehended, spaces often obfuscated by unexamined feelings in public culture. Kenneth Burke’s expansion of Thorstein Veblen’s concept of “trained incapacity” indicates ways in which “one’s very abilities can function as blindesses” (7). This is similar also to Lauren Berlant’s more recent descriptions of “cruel optimism,” a condition of affective attachment that reinforces habits, attitudes, and actions connecting individuals “to a significantly problematic object” (24). Non-iconographic images there-

7 I recognize the complications that exist around the term, “public sphere,” as articulated most concretely by Jürgen Habermas and, more recently, by Michael Warner. The complications I draw attention to stem from the public “leaks” of information by Chelsea Manning and Edward Snowden, and the culture of surveillance both revealed. Given the commitments to total surveillance by the NSA and other institutions in the US government, I use the term “public sphere” or “public” lightly. While Gilles Deleuze’s forceful description, “control society,” more accurately labels current civil activities and sites of discourse, I retain “public” and “public sphere” to indicate an admittedly hopeful space for potential democratic performances of citizenship.

8 See, for instance, Radhika Parameswaran’s critique (2002) of National Geographic’s construction of narratives of globalization.
fore can disturb habits of viewing structured by the circulation of iconographic
depictions of social life; the non-iconographic image queries belief in the visible
as a tool of political representation.

Recall, for instance, Phelan’s description of key presumptions that enable
the power of visibility to coalesce as habituated rationale in the formation of
“trained incapacities,” a “cruel optimism” cunningly initiated in today’s surveil-
lance culture. She argues:

1. Identities are visibly marked so the resemblance between the African-
American on the television and the African-American on the street helps the
observer see they are members of the same community.
2. The relationship between representation and identity is linear and smoothly
mimetic. What one sees is who one is.
3. If one’s mimetic likeness is not represented, one is not addressed.
4. Increased visibility equals increased power. (7)

For Phelan, “Each presumption reflects the ideology of the visible, an ideology
which erases the power of the unmarked, unspoken, and unseen” (7). To ap-
proach the unseen is to situate the visible within new discursive sites and lo-
cations of social interaction. In this way, non-iconographic photographs (images
that resist the aesthetic drive) are capable of providing perspectives of race
through civic performances. The visible expressions, elocutions, sartorial combi-
nations, and textures of the everyday reconfigure how we might see bodies as
images contained and communicated in contemporary public sites.

I do not take lightly the distinction between the lived performance and its
representation, particularly in the context of Dinh’s visual interactions with
people from diverse racial and economic realities. While Phelan distinguishes the
ephemeral of performance from more permanent forms of citation, artifacts
project an afterlife into new situations of discourse defined by crucial social in-
terests. Subjectivity is in a constant flux of expression and self-reflexivity, objec-
tified and limited by the mechanics of physical and phenomenological realities.
Joshua Gunn has shown that an “ontological dualism [is] central to subjectivity”
(91). What he calls “the ghost of speech” (107) may also be understood in mar-
kets of representation as the invisible specter of the photographed image. That
is, the haunting of the visible image by a form of life that enabled its circulation
unsettles both how we see and how we write into the racially inscribed image.
Photographs convey feelings and cause strange stirrings and reactions even as
they disorient perspective from the embodied moment of action. The emotional
connection to racism is strong, and images, especially iconographic ones, arouse
the deepest assent to replicated modes of racial inscription. Non-iconographic
images however, existing outside of the reproducible image life of popular circu-
lation, may intervene on the all-too-easy assumptions of race. They refute quick
readings and challenge consumer models of ocular reception by disorienting
viewer comprehension, at least temporarily. While the political ontology of race may be at times confused by notions of blackness and whiteness that are based on biological or phenomenological bodies, non-iconographic photographs can arrest the habituated processes that impose such naïve racial categorization.

**Documenting the Unseen**

On a journey in 2011 through southern US cities, Linh Dinh gathered images based on race and class distinctions. The photographs I’ve chosen to discuss represent public scenes in urban areas, and as you’ll see, the textures of experience vary. By stressing the importance of everyday urban street scenes, Dinh explores the limits of the power of visibility in environments of racial and economic disparity by focusing on public situations and appositional relations that reconfigure how performative and disciplinary actions can be revealed in often-inconspicuous locales. The non-iconographic image successfully elides the realm of art system and mediascape, inviting critical inquiry without the required aid of categorically motivated analyses. Dinh’s work can be seen in this way to confront the “visibility trap” of mainstream media by relocating visual perspectives in less visible urban contexts.

![fig. 2: Cash Rules Everything Around Me.](image)

In part, Dinh justifies his ethnographic tactics based on a complicated relationship to imperialist history in his home country of Vietnam, where Western media constructed a visibly incomplete representation of US aggression, terror, and violence. While iconographic images like Nick Ut’s “Napalm Girl” and Ed-
die Adams’ “General Nguyen Ngoc Loan executing a Viet Cong prisoner in Saigon” represent the trauma of Cold War imperial conflict, they also serve complicated purposes of persuasion in the maintenance of a US nationalist imaginary. Dinh therefore is motivated to turn his camera onto his adopted country to participate in a documentation of overlooked and economically-stressed American neighborhoods that are often left unacknowledged by contemporary media. To this end, Dinh spends time in city spaces and neighborhoods interacting with people and objects in contemporary settings that are often subject to dire economic and racial inequities. More in the tradition of the documentary photography movement instigated by Roy Strkyer, head of the Information Division of the Farm Security Administration during the Great Depression, Dinh’s photography references an older generation of visual artists. Dorothea Lange, Walker Evans, John Vachon, Russell Lee, and other Depression-era documentary photographers who addressed the plight of laborers in economically stressed areas of the US heartland in the 1930s created an archive that informs Dinh’s verité approach to photography. His images convey a sense of immediacy and realism that contrast starkly with the more visible public representations of race in popular media formats. Spontaneously organized, Dinh’s work reveals some of the visual textures of public life he encounters.

In figure 2, for instance, four people walk in an ordinary urban setting in Charlotte, North Carolina. The graphic text on the man’s shirt draws attention in terms of its centrality within the frame of the picture. “Cash rules everything around America,” as a slogan of capitalist reality, or as an acknowledgment of material access, floats ambiguously through the frame. It also shows appreciation or identification with the popular New York hip hop group, Wu-Tang Clan, whose 1993 song, “Cash Rules Everything Around Me,” forms the acrostic, “CREAM,” written on the man’s shirt. A resigned and complicated reflection on violence occurs throughout the song, and is seen in the alternatively forceful and sexual pun: “CREAM” as verb is overlaid onto “CREAM” the noun. The large ring on the woman’s hand, while coordinating color schemes with her purple shirt, also correlates with the textual message. Cash rewards social relationships, provides material goods, and solidifies power relations. Magnified bling, however inauthentic as precious gemstone, suggests an affinity for the imagined status, power, and privilege money brings, particularly in relation to whiteness and a promotion of white values in terms of power and commercial access. If we try to answer the question why “cash rules,” both as it appears on the man’s shirt and as it is used as a refrain in the song, we might come to a number of conclusions: “Cash rules everything around America” because it gives us purchasing power

---

9 An abundant archive of FSA photographs is available through the Library of Congress. While some of these images are indeed iconographic representations of the Great Depression, even propagandistic to an extent, the majority of photographs in this archive have not circulated for popular consumption.
and status over others. Cash rules because it’s our only medium of survival in an era of economic coercion based on the largely unregulated requirements of global finance. Cash rules because unlike plastic debit or credit, it’s immediately legible in any situation. Cash rules because it can mediate sexual power and relationships. In this visual context, the slogan bears force in relation to the visibility of economic identification representationally coerced in the form of bodies as images. The contrast of economic violence and racial segregation that underwrites my reading is animated by impositions of prosperity in the social order of things. The visible subjects of the frame are understood in relation to racial and economic narratives that align black lives within the catastrophic impositions of what is commonly referred to as the American dream. Such a “dream” and its culturally inscribed codes of success in part mark my reading through racial political ontologies.

The binary perspective of the visible/invisible also can be revised rhetorically to focus on the performative context of the situation. The photograph does not represent an iconic moment of national significance. Quite the opposite is at stake: the image shows a group of people on a walk in an ordinary urban environment. The displays of class and race in bodies as images are consciously represented by clothing and hairstyles: the people in the photo seem to associate with visible cultural cues that reinforce types of identities in which they participate. The associative imagery, seen most prominently in the Wu-Tang Clan shirt, forms part of a larger collective commitment to sartorial gesture, or codes of representation that Dinh captures, not for public consumption, but for creating a query into the limitations imposed by the boundary between the visible and the unstable signs of public marking. Although Dinh’s images are posted to his blog and are less available to public consumption, they form a stable and accessible archive frequently updated and mediated by textual comments. Dinh’s relatively small, but devoted, viewership therefore can see the people in figure 2 participating in a familiar exchange of the everyday. The representation of social relationships, and invisible political ontologies that accompany visual representation, determine how Dinh’s viewers might read into the image.

There is another group of people featured in figure 3. A graphic image dominates the frame of the picture in the form of a red, white, and blue gun, the color red ominously seeming to drip blood (here again, the acrostic, CREAM, appears just under the image). The gun, as both fashion object and personal announcement, intrudes on the public occasion of domestic unity to indicate a tension in expressed values. Read in sequence with the “Cash rules” frame in figure 2, we get a sense of contemporary public narratives interwoven with a violent chain of signification. The often-tense stakes of economy and survival are mixed in these images with humanistic values of communal relation and respect. The people in both frames are observed in private moments of urban ambulation. The public surface they compose, however, reveals conflicting possibilities in the
tensions of ideological texts and images of power, submission, and control. The oversized rings in both images, along with the dreadlocked and goateed youth, display marks of racial legibility in fairly innocuous urban environments (there are clean sidewalks, brick buildings, some foliage to situate the more dominant presences of bodies, jewelry, and other fashion choices). Both pictures represent narratives of peaceful coexistence even as the main graphic markers counter those claims. The textual and symbolic intrusions, as indicated by both men’s shirts, and by the women’s jewelry, suggest a reality that prepares our reading of the urban experiences of these individuals. Dinh orients attention to key images within the photographic frame, and asks us to better understand conflicts of interest that separate our everyday modes of public discourse.

fig. 3: Cultural Identification in the “American Dream.”
Photo by Linh Dinh (used by permission of the artist)

The organization of photographic events lets us see into public moments that might otherwise pass by as uneventful or routine civic exchanges of daily urban life. By deliberately seeking circumstances such as these, declaring significance within the everyday forms of mundane experience, Dinh argues for new ways of looking into the dynamic and insoluble animations of public life. The images retain public tensions we may all recognize (guns, displays of wealth, creative personal identifications), but they also reveal incongruent positions, tense domestic and public relations, and undisclosed claims of social, political, and economic potential. Viewers are asked to acknowledge a representation of situated signs, codes, and performances that resist an easy visual legibility. As citations of performative moments, we also experience more than a system of significations. By
looking at the situated concerns of the photograph, we can read the acrostic text on the man’s shirt in figure 2 in a way that echoes the image of the gun in figure 3: both associate masculinist identities in urban environments with popular expressions of power. The sartorial gestures sustain personal force through stylized actions that produce strength and create distance between an individual and hostile capitalist modes of domination. The image of the gun both attracts associations to the Wu-Tang Clan, but also produces a symbol of violent address that might suggest to viewers uninitiated in the narratives of hip hop culture to beware. While the slogan “Cash Rules America” relates to a violent self-exposure within the codified promises of the American Dream, it also could be seen as a talismanic figure of empowerment reinforced by the popular success of hip hop musicians. By wearing these shirts both men reveal identifications with popular culture that may get them a little further along.

fig. 4: Gambling with the State. Photo by Linh Dinh (used by permission of the artist)

Homeless Margins

In Charlotte, North Carolina, Dinh approaches our sympathies indirectly, finding displays of race and economic disparity in the forms of lottery tickets and a written merchant’s request to refrain from making financial donations to pan-handlers (figure 4). A conflict is startlingly obvious: gamble on state sanctioned games but don’t increase the chances for others who are too impoverished to participate. As in the previous photos, cash is king, but the “Jumbo Bucks,” “Mega Bucks,” “Big Ol’ Bucks,” and “Quick Bucks” are sanctioned opportuni-
ties for certain types of citizens who can afford them. The fuzzy grammatical structure of the proprietor’s sign also narrows the distance between the possibly foreign merchant and local vagrant. The intersection of poverty and lottery coheres in a public moment framed by a visual organization of the lens that manages to put into conversation several distinct textual displays. Such coordinates of public meaning in the photograph ultimately lead to private alienation from the larger common weal. As a witness, and agent, of the signs of private (mis)fortune, Dinh puts in motion antithetical public (and mercantile) codes that invite us indirectly to acknowledge the social alienation of others.

Figure 5, also in the Charlotte series, makes a similar claim. Taking up much of the lower right portion of the photo is a sign showing the image of an outstretched hand next to the following message: “On the street, real change doesn’t come from your pocket.” While the image of the hand reaching for handouts is difficult to interpret based on corporeal or phenomenological determinations of race, it is impossible not to consider the political ontologies at stake in this representation. Additionally, the pun on “change” rhymes with Obama’s 2008 campaign for change (and is topic of another photograph seen in figure 7). Elements of the textual display read as follow: “Homes end homelessness, handouts enable it. Please say ‘no’ when asked for cash on the street.” The deceptive incongruity of the argument is heightened by the background signage announcing Ruth’s Chris Steak House. An African-American man and an Asian woman occupy the far left portion of the image, the only human figures in this oddly distorted pub-
lic display of corporate, municipal, and philanthropic claims. The smaller print on the sign addresses alert passersby as well: “To make a REAL CHANGE, invest in agencies providing services to the homeless.” A URL leads to information in the Charlotte area about organizations and services that provide aid for homelessness. Groups like the Salvation Army and the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Coalition for Housing are prominently featured as appropriate sites for public donations. While this isn’t the space in which to debate the aims of programs or services designed to “end homelessness,” the antithetical claims give pause. Urban civil society in the photo is striated with corporate, municipal, and philanthropic statements that reinforce tropes of racial embodiment without acknowledging the specialized features of social and economic suffering that underwrite many of the problems of homelessness. The personal claims by way of fashion codes and bodily affect (notice the bright blue sneakers and smiling face of the woman) contribute also to how we see the image. There’s a problem (homelessness); the evidence for the problem is organized in the textual design of the signage. Against this the happy couple and the corporately owned steak house exist as reminders of another, more abundant, version of public accord.

fig. 6: The Trap of Visibility. Photo by Linh Dinh
(used by permission of the artist)

The dialectical tension between mixed-race bodies and images of abundance again is situated in signifying chains of argument that institute America as land of opportunity. The propagandistic logic encapsulated in this photo assumes many Americans share in the proposal of opportunity as a defining feature of the nation, just as the promise of multicultural diversity is evenly extended in the
current economic landscape. Of course, not all Americans find that opportunity, and many are homeless. Homes, not a reorganization of public welfare, capitalist ideology, or political realization, are offered as the vehicle of change. In other words, change is important, but only the right kind of change counts. By seeking such images, Dinh is using the medium of photography and the grammar of photo documentarians (street photography) for activist means. This work, as mediated by his blog, reveals his concerns as a visual activist committed to a stance similar to one announced in 1970 by Amiri Baraka: “There is no such thing as art and politics, there is only life and its registrations” (“Black Nationalism” 11).

The photograph of a homeless man in figure 6 pushing a shopping cart in front of Old Navy in San Francisco competes with the Charlotte Homes-instead-of-Homelessness image. The Old Navy corporate logo appears in the top right corner. A man plugged into what looks like an iPod happens by, occupied by his device. A woman appears, eyes down, avoiding the homeless man. The glimpse into city space also reveals wide streets, an area designed for car culture, not, perhaps, for foot traffic, let alone shopping carts. The ironic presentation of the over-piled shopping cart next to the smaller (due to perspective) representation of passing cars brings attention to homelessness, and to the predominant narratives of purchase or scavenging (notice the many bags the man carries). The image also provokes concerns regarding home, security, comfort, and transportation in contemporary cityscapes. In many ways, the photographic features align problems of urban ideology, class limitations, and structural realities of contemporary cities. The frame amplifies these themes by asking viewers to look more intently at a moment of public composition that might otherwise pass unawares. Certainly, those of us in large cities witness such scenes on a daily basis. By framing and organizing what might otherwise pass as barely noticed, Dinh asks us to enter indirectly the buried and often conflicting values and beliefs that burden public life in modern cities. While Phelan might argue that the project of making the homeless man visible actually reduces him to a body-as-image, removed from the humane context of his life, for Dinh, the “trap of visibility” requires judgments that renew strategies of seeing. The topic, in other words, is not the homeless man, but the ethics of urban scenes of representation, and the performances that produce potential acknowledgment of the economic conditions in the contemporary US, all bound by political ontologies of race. While the features of the man in figure 6 do not concretely establish easily recognizable biological or phenomenological racial characteristics, it is difficult not to read a subtext of race as a system of hierarchies in national, social, and urban spaces in this image.10

In figure 7, we see a claustrophobic intensity of populist political and religious imagery. Obama, with the caption of “Change we can believe in” next to

---

10 An extension of these hierarchies also increasingly applies to media spaces.
his confident profile, is contrasted starkly with the wistfully smiling angel figurine. The image (is it televised? digital? graphic?) is shown next to the ghostly reflections of the glass window storefront separating the angel from Dinh’s camera. In context with the other photographs, Dinh’s presentation of national ideology along with a religious symbol of belief suggests a kind of hopefulness in American public life that is posited in unrealistic terms. The dangerous thread of magical belief in change (from above or beyond?) derails the materialist conditions of capital, market realities, and political collusions that make life increasingly difficult financially for many in today’s overpriced and underemployed city centers. Faith, whether in ending homelessness by putting people in homes, in representations of the violence of discourse that rewards racial aggression, or in images of an African-American president pledging change, contrasts sharply with democratic values of argumentation, deliberation, and rational organization in the course of ordinary life. By joining diverse registers of American experience, Dinh makes visible what often passes us unseen. By acknowledging the distressed conditions of contemporary city spaces, he asks viewers in turn to acknowledge their own indirect participation in the unbalanced systems of economy that can determine courses of action in contemporary society.

![fig. 7: Political Angel. Photo by Linh Dinh](used by permission of the artist)

From a Sketch Book: Walking South Philly

This is how Linh Dinh works: he walks through urban areas in Philadelphia and in other cities he visits, taking pictures of people, objects, and environments that
catch his eye. Physically, Dinh somehow blends into his environments with seemingly minimal effort. He sometimes asks permission to take photos, or he offers exchanges of cigarettes or beer for the images, particularly when he visits the homeless. There are textual records of conversations with his photographic subjects on his blog, and Dinh’s down-to-earth conversational appeal quickly negotiates the social and cultural interfaces between himself and others. Often, his photographic subjects are not aware that he is observing them. Sometimes it is dangerous to work in this way. Once in 2008 I accompanied Dinh to the downtown devastation of Camden, New Jersey, where the tense economic blight and the moods of passersby required that he keep his camera hidden: not unexpectedly, he did not take any images that day.

In May 2012, I met Dinh in South Philly’s Italian Market. He wanted to introduce me to the many diverse aspects of his adopted neighborhood, and we visited meat stalls and live animal markets before venturing further out into the outskirts of Cambodian and Irish neighborhoods. We began our tour at Geno’s Steaks near the intersection of 9th Street and Passyunk Avenue (just across from Geno’s rival, Pat’s King of Steaks, the oldest cheesesteak restaurant in Philly). Joey Vento, proprietor, passed away in 2011, but his presence, for good or bad, established a strong public following (many disliked the notorious “English Only” rule for ordering food at his establishment). Vento had a strong sense of how to generate publicity, and many in the area (and far beyond) are loyal customers. The gaudy and colorful storefront resembles a kind of Las Vegas casino on a much lower scale. The day I was there, crowds had gathered in the heat to order sandwiches and drinks. Walls along the storefront next to the pick-up window were covered with images of Philadelphia law enforcement officers and other mementos celebrating the police force. A shrine to Philadelphia police officer Daniel Faulkner, victim of a controversial 1981 murder that ended in the conviction of Mumia Abu-Jamal for the crime, was featured prominently. In a storefront cattycorner to the restaurant Vento’s Harleys and other memorabilia were presented in a glass display window. Dinh also pointed out a large mural of the iconoclastic Philadelphia mayor and politician, Frank Rizzo, while recounting stories of his conservative presence in the city, and how people in South Philly had loved him. The neighborhood revealed a complex weaving of competing racial signifiers that came to life in civic features such as: newly created community gardens; historic public sites of transaction like Geno’s; community murals celebrating the multiracial characteristics of the city; civic design founded on narrow streets that shaped tightly-knit communities. The public realities here were supported with historical representations, markers of civic pride, and strategies to revamp certain areas for real estate gentrification. The Italian Market itself is a complex community owned largely by Italians but managed by a new influx of Latino, Asian, and Southeast Asian merchants who pay rents to Italian landlords. But even these ethnic relationships are changing as the Italians more
and more sell off their portions of the neighborhood, moving out toward suburban areas of the city. As an example of a public space in the contemporary US, it’s difficult to imagine a more complex, but highly efficient, urban exchange of racial realities in the ongoing imaginaries of civic life.

As we walked I observed how the row houses, built largely to house workers early in the last century, were mostly surrounded by concrete: the mazes of streets, sidewalks, plazas, and intersections were unrelieved by any shade this warm day in late May. Very few trees could be seen anywhere (schools also were difficult to spot, and when we did see them, they resembled large, brick prisons). One moment we found ourselves in a newly gentrified zone not far from Geno’s, the next we had turned down a beat-up neighborhood street marked by broken taverns, graffiti tags, and uncollected trash. In one Cambodian neighborhood we stepped unexpectedly into a makeshift street festival. A center “stage” revealed children in bright costumes performing traditional dances as the crowd barbecued chicken, or swilled Heinekens from coolers kept near them under tarps to keep away the sun. Old folks sat in lawn chairs fanning themselves while children rode astride the shoulders of their parents. After a while we stepped away, and as we walked, we noticed children playing in inflatable pools on the concrete sidewalks in front of their homes. The street life was vivid, practical, and alert to the pleasures of a warm afternoon.

\[\text{fig. 8: Red, White, and Blue Props. Photo by Linh Dinh (used by permission of the artist)}\]

\[\text{11 See “Demand for urban forests in United States cities” for a study of how neighborhoods with established trees tend to be wealthier than those without them.}\]
The density of neighborhoods and racial divisions are intense in South Philly. Skirting an industrial zone near a government housing project on 25th Street, a road that separates (not joins) the neighborhoods of Point Breeze, historically populated by African Americans, and Grays Ferry, traditionally occupied by Irish Catholics, Dinh noticed how several freeway overpass support beams had been optimistically painted red, white, and blue (figure 8). In a caption under the photo on his blog, he writes:

After a mile or so of crumbling concrete and exposed, rusting steel rods, a few painted columns, then another mile of naked decay. In the back is a brightly painted charter school. This is the road dividing Grays Ferry and Point Breeze. Point Breeze sounds idyllic, but it’s one of the deadliest neighborhoods in Philadelphia.

The decayed infrastructure contrasts sharply with the sudden emergence of painted columns in this racially divided area. There is something unreasonable about the painted beams being where they are, but they also stand out as an attempt to symbolically unify the racially compact and contested neighborhoods. The columns delineate a particular boundary between places, a makeshift marker of national identity amidst the forlorn reality of a city often at war with itself.12

---

12 Philadelphia is the poorest of all large US cities, and has been the site in recent years of flash mob violence by youth. See Alfred Lubrano for a description of the city’s poverty, and Sarah Hoye for a description of youth violence in the city.
A little while later, by the “painted charter school” Dinh described above, a peculiar and unexpected thing happened. As Dinh took pictures of the school mural (figures 9 and 10) a young white woman slowed her car next to us, pointed to an area of the painted features on the building, and identified herself as one of the youth in the mural (you can see her in figure 10 between the two letters M). Suddenly, and unexpectedly, the mural had come to life in the distance between the painted figure and the living model. No longer a schoolgirl, the passing of time was present in the woman’s features. As she talked we witnessed a great sense of pride in her descriptions of her time at the school, and she remembered when the mural was being painted and how several of the students from the racially mixed school were used as models.

The woman still lived in the Grays Ferry neighborhood and showed a sense of pride and appreciation for our interest in this particular charter school mural. Dinh asked if he could take her photo. She consented, with a mixture of accomplishment and humility, and he took her picture there as she sat looking at us from her car (figure 11). Dinh shared the digital images he had shot, thanked her, and she drove away. We were both impressed by the synchronicity of the occasion. The woman’s civic pride suggests a range of emotional relationships to the public culture she participates in. Seen through a mode of citizenship, this event displays the significance of belief and desire in the formation of public attitudes around racial representation insofar as the mural indicated an optimistic profession of values situated in the context of racial integration.
Despite the mural’s depiction of a naïve multicultural diversity in the images of multiracial children, I had originally felt hopeful about the encounter with the woman, and in a previous draft of this essay, I had included this anecdote as a moment of optimism. The young woman still lived in a diverse area of the city. She was proud of her neighborhood and of its institutions—a very positive thing, indeed. But there were disturbing cracks, like fault lines, running everywhere—through the neighborhood, the city, the nation. Cracks divided the woman, divided me. Certainly, it is inappropriate, or just plain wrong, to conclude with such a whitewashed reality, however sympathetic I may be to the figures, real and imagined, painted in the mural. Indeed, I am determined to write against those sympathies. The description of the structural violence of racism in the Trayvon Martin trial cannot be seen apart from civic scenes of daily life. When our optimism intervenes to confirm institutional racial hierarchies, promoted through the good will of civic administrators, teachers, public artists, journalists, and others, something still escapes. Speaking of this sense of fugitivity with great animating power, Fred Moten says:

Perhaps the thing, the black, is tantamount to another, fugitive, sublimity altogether. Some/thing escapes in or through the object’s vestibule; the object vibrates against its frame like a resonator, and troubled air gets out. The air of the thing that escapes enframing is what I’m interested in—an often unattended movement that accompanies largely unthought positions and appositions. (182)
Here Moten addresses “the black,” objectified as a kind of body as image, and he draws our attention to the distinction of racial ontology as separate from the physical or phenomenological body. It is in that ontological field that race comes into being to give shape and determination to exchanges of the every day. Dinh’s images participate in this objectification, too, but in presenting the figures in urban settings, we encounter “the air of the thing.” What we can’t see, the reality of race, animates what we can apprehend, even determining how we see, based on the peculiarity of our perspectives.

Acknowledging Racial Realities

At a recent talk in Oakland, California, Frank Wilderson said, “the Left is convoluted and ambivalent above all about blackness.” He accused the Left of misguidance in its political thinking and actions due, largely, I think, to a desire to find solutions to problems, to extend coalitions that draw blackness into a frame that includes many other social realities, from homelessness to immigration. Importantly, he urged his audience to see how “blackness cannot be liberated or made legible for civil society.” His position is clear: “I’m not interested in doing coalition work,” he said. “I’m interested in theoretical work that helps black people shit on the inspiration of the entire world.” His advice to liberal whites was this: “Help keep the political context you’re in [free of] a need to find the common dynamic in everyone’s suffering.”

I bring up Wilderson’s remarks by way of conclusion because Linh Dinh’s non-iconographic photography actively produces images of urban life from a very similar strategic position. The goal for Dinh is not to document the hardships and hurts of individuals diagnosed in relation to conditions of social or political power. The political context of Dinh’s imagery focuses instead on how attitudes toward urban environments are located in specific moments of daily encounter and contribute to a theater of appearance in civil society. Social gestures, sartorial codes, and personal actions are not often seen as forms of life crucial to the acknowledgment of race in the larger frame of public culture. What we frequently address instead are publicly circulated racial representations that satisfy commonplace reinforcements of political ontology. An example of this can be seen in the racial slurs and verbal violence directed at tennis superstar Serena Williams. While the racist and sexist epithets focused on her are tweeted in the context of high-profile championship victories, the permission taken by racists who publicly attack her is generated in large measure through daily intimate actions that support and foster their disgusting attitudes. There-

---

13 See Jenée Desmond-Harris, “Every Serena Williams win comes with a side of disgusting racism and sexism.”
Therefore, it’s not surprising that controversies about race often erupt through circulations of mediated images in public contexts, where they are most visible. The photographic images circulated by today’s broadcast and social media, as seen in the George Zimmerman murder trial or in violent actions aimed at Williams, take part in a much larger structural violence directed at blacks in North America. By turning to the more intimate, daily exchanges of civil society, we can begin to see how everyday realities of race are framed and disseminated through life practices that are confirmed often according to one’s position in the ontological realities of race.

Non-iconographic documentation does not give us real bodies and “true” identities, but work such as Dinh’s acknowledges performative actions within situated contexts, and gives room to explore and understand how attitudes and actions based on race are shaped in urban environments. While, as Phelan recognizes, “[t]he challenge raised by the ontological claims of performance for writing is to re-mark again the performative possibilities of writing itself,” the act of writing does not lead to disappearance, but to acknowledging subjectivity’s participation in the construction of racial realities (148). The reduplication through the camera lens of civic performances in urban settings makes visible heretofore-unseen aspects of race and economic disparity in US contemporary culture. More importantly, Dinh’s work invites us to reflect on the kinds of responses we can bring forward to compete with the more prevalent verbal actions released through mainstream media. We can see how situated performances reveal subjectivities in motion, ones that constantly re-orient recognition. And as performance and its documentation inaugurate new subjective experiences, we can begin to ready ourselves for a future open to new foundations of racial acknowledgment, rather than enduring representations of unsettled grudges, such as those rehearsed during the George Zimmerman trial.14 Dinh’s aesthetic activ-

---

14 Stanley Cavell, in his essay, “Finding as Founding,” examines the “mastery of the common, the everyday” (139) in Emerson’s essay “Experience.” Cavell argues that Emerson is “transforming or replacing founding with finding…to ask what our lives would look like if the work is realized” (134). Such realization is encountered in the American context of loss, a context where “the conversion narrative [and] the slave narrative” are undertaken as conditions of American “experience” (128). In this register, I hear Fred Moten’s optimistic inflection of finding and founding as conditional for the possibilities of change in the racially charged atmospheres of North America. He writes: “What if the thing whose meaning or value has never been found finds things, founds things? What if the thing will have founded something against the very possibility of foundation and against all anti- or post-foundational impossibilities? What if the thing sustains itself in the absence or eclipse of meaning that withholds from the thing the horrific honorific of ‘object’? At the same time, what if the value of that absence or excess is given to us only in and by way of a kind of failure or inadequacy—or, perhaps more precisely, by way of a history of exclusion, serial expulsion, presence’s ongoing taking of leave—so that the non-attainment of meaning or ontology, of source or origin,
ism challenges us to acknowledge our responsibility as public participants whose judgments and actions contribute to how we see others in the larger context of institutional media, and in the facts of the everyday.
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is the only way to approach the thing in its informal (enformed/enforming, as opposed to formless), material totality? Perhaps this would be cause for black optimism or, at least, some black operations” (181-182).